Critical Areas and Roads in Queensland

This map has been produced to ensure there is adequate warning to motorists of the movement of oversize vehicles and vehicle combinations accompanied by pilot and escort vehicles in critical areas and roads throughout Queensland.

The areas and roads have been determined by the Department of Transport and Mainroads, the Queensland Police Service and industry representatives as requiring a warning to other road users. This includes roads, areas and areas used by Vehicles Carrying Individual Animals, Special Purpose Vehicles that require a Pilot or Escort and Vehicles Carrying Agricultural Vehicles. This map includes operators and escort requirements of the Guideline Form 4 - White Area.

The following roads and areas have been included on the map as requiring escort vehicles:

- **Operation on State-Controlled Roads**
  - Type A (1 pilot, 2 seconds)
  - Type B (2 pilots, 2 seconds)

- **Operation on Other Roads (by Area)**
  - Great Area
  - White Area


For the movement of oversize vehicle combinations exceeding 4.5 metres wide but not exceeding 5.5 metres wide, see the Guidelines on Highway Information.

For the movement of oversize vehicles combinations exceeding 5.5 metres wide, see the Guidelines on Highway Information.